Train
It is a quarter till eleven in the morning. The train leaves in 5-1/2 hours.
What time does the leave leave?
It takes me 40 min to get to the train station
What time do I need to leave my house?
Birthday
Today is Friday, February 13. In 25 days it is my birthday. It's not a leap year.
On what date is my birthday?
On what day of the week is it my birthday?
School
At a school are 235 students. Each student uses up one pencil in two months. A
school year is 10 months.
How many pencils in all did the students use in a year?
The teacher bought the pencils. There are 12 pencils in a package.
How many packages did she buy?
One package of pencils costs $2.45
How much did she spend?
Movie Theater
In a movie theater are 33 rows of seats. In each row there are 42 seats. How
many people can fit in the theater?
Halloween Costume
My mom needs to buy 5 yards of fabric to make my Halloween costume. She
needs to pay $13.48 per yard.
How much does she need to pay?
*More Train (advanced students only)
A train goes 96 miles in three quarters of an hour.
How fast does it go per hour

Pizza
Ja'el eats 1/3 of the pizza, La'a eats ¼ of the pizza. Who ate more?
McKayla eats three 1/6 pieces of the pizza and Rafi ate two ¼ pieces of pizza.
How much pizza did they eat together?
Liam ate three 1/5 pieces of pizza and Alex ate four 1/6 pieces of pizza.
Who ate less?
La'a is getting fourteen 1/8 pieces of pizza. Rafi is ordering 1 whole pizza and
three ¼ pieces of pizza.
Who ordered more?
Birthday Cake
Mom pays $18.00 for 1 ½ birthday cake.
How much is one birthday cake?
* The Princess Cake is $11.75, the German Chocolate Cake is $10.50 and Custard
Cream Cake costs $10.75 (advanced students only)
What is the average price of a cake?
Ms Kether buys 4 pies. They cost $10.75, $9.75, $12.00 and $11.50
How much does she need to pay?
Ms Ilse buys three pies of $10.80 each. She pays with three $10 bills and one $5
bill. How much change does she get?

